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The Shut Up and Shoot Freelance Video Guide is an easy-read crash course in the ins and outs and
hundred little details of creating video works for hire. This ultra-friendly visual field guide for
freelance videographers picks up where The Shut Up and Shoot Documentary Guide leaves off and gives you
more detailed practical production strategies and solutions not found anywhere else on: * Marketing
videos * Music Videos * Wedding videos * Music performance videos * Live event videos * Corporate
videos...and more! Covering everything from dealing with clients, production strategies and step-bystep guidance on planning, shooting, lighting and recording the most common video-for-hire genres this
book sets out to help you rise above the competition and make more money by doing quality work. Anthony
Q. Artis will instill you with the “down and dirty? mindset that helps you to creatively maximize your
limited resources regardless of your budget. Lavishly illustrated in full-color with real-world step-bystep visuals, The Shut Up and Shoot Freelance Video Guide is like a film school education in the form
of a video cookbook. You don't need loads of money to make professional-looking videos - you need to
get down and dirty! Includes access to a secret bonus Web site with: * Video and audio tutorials,
useful forms, and case-study video projects from the book. * Crazy Phat Bonus Pages with Jump Start
Charts, online Resources, Releases, Storyboards, Checklists, Equipment Guides and Shooting Procedures *
Second volume in the "Down and Dirty" filmmaking series * This absolutely practical book offers tips,
techniques, and practices that can be used by ANY filmmaker on ANY budget
An inside look at cultural industries, featuring interviews with key players from such companies as
Twentiety-Century Fox, National Public Radio, and Coca-Cola. To what extent do moviemakers, television
and radio producers, advertising executives, and marketers merely reflect trends, beliefs, and desires
that already exist in our culture, and to what extent do they consciously shape our culture to their
own ends? In-depth interviews with ten executives from the "culture industry" and five scholarly
analyses examine that question, and address the issues of power and authority, meaning and identity,
that arise when cultural producers define and react to audiences. In their own words, leaders from
companies like Twentieth-Century Fox, National Public Radio, and Warner Bros. Television describe their
perception of the sometimes paradoxical relationship between culture and what influences it. For
example, while the former president of Coca-Cola North America claims the company has never tried to
create a trend, he notes that "we market in more countries than belong to the United Nations [a product
that] has insinuated itself into the lives of the people to a point where it has become-you know, it's
there." These reflections by key players provide an unprecedented view, as editor Richard Ohmann
writes, "into the ways cultural producers imagine or know markets and how such knowledge figures in
their decisions about what events, experiences, and products to make."
A step-by-step guide on conceptualizing your ideas into film, series, commercials, adds or any visual
product. We make it fun! learn the principles and practices of storyboarding. This eBook will provide
you with real-world industry expertise, and other resources to visualize and understand the
preproduction process with clarity and detail. Made by industry professionals, whose credits include
Rio, Ice Age 4, The Shadow King, The Lorax, Despicable Me 2, Futurama, Rugrats, Clone Wars, and The
Adventures of Puss in Boots among others.
The updated third edition of this popular book offers a clear and detailed overview of the
postproduction process, showing readers how to manage each step in taking a film, TV, or media project
from production to final delivery, from scheduling and budgeting through editing, sound, visual
effects, and more. Accessibly written for producers, post supervisors, filmmakers, and students and
extensively updated to address current digital and file-based industry practices, The Guide to Managing
Postproduction for Film, TV, and Digital Distribution helps the reader to understand the new worlds of
accessibility, deliverables, license requirements, legal considerations, and acquisitions involved in
postproduction, including the ins and outs of piracy management and archiving. This edition addresses
the standards for theatrical and digital distribution, network, cable and pay TV, as well as spotlights
internet streaming and various delivery methods for specialty screenings, projection large format
(PLF), and formats including 3D, virtual reality and augmented reality.
The Film Production Workshop (Value Edition)
The Budget Book for Film and Television
Scheduling and Budgeting Your Film
The Professional Guide to Pitching Factual Shows
Interactive Television Production
A Panic-Free Guide
This book examines the historical development of Korean food TV and its articulation of Koreanness in the era of globalization. Jaehyeon
Jeong defines the evolution of Korean food TV as an outcome of the conjuncture between the television industry’s structural changes, the
shift in food’s landscape and cultural legitimacy, and various sociocultural, political, and economic transformations. In addition, Jeong reveals
how the state appropriates the banality of food to raise South Korea’s global image and how it utilizes domestic television to disseminate
statist discourse of the nation. Understanding discourses of national cuisine as reflective of and formative of discourses of the nation, he
argues that the growth of discourses of national cuisine is symptomatic of the struggle for nationness in a globalized world.
The world of digital television means hundreds of channels, all trying to be different, all looking for product. But the overall international
production spend has scarcely increased. Guerrilla TV shows how to make high quality programs at budget levels which were previously
thought impossible, and how to make a living doing it. This book is about empowerment; about making things happen. It is packed full of
ideas, inspiration and help. The author, an experienced director/producer/writer, provides an insight into the 'real world' of television program
making today. He uses many examples of how different low budget programs have been handled successfully with very professional results.
Guerrilla TV assumes that you are starting with little more than a desk and a telephone, in a world where everything has to be paid for. The
mantra running throughout this book is: 'think before you spend'. Do not use money (of which you have very little) as a substitute for thought
(which is free). And the other mantra: 'in the end, you don't save money by scrimping!' Read this book - take the advice offered and watch
your career take off!
Video Production Techniques is an essential guide to the art and craft of video production. It introduces students to the theoretical
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foundations as well as the practical skills needed to make a successful video project. The opening chapter introduces the reader to the
language of motion pictures and sets the stage for effective visual storytelling. Unit I guides students through the theory, techniques, and
processes of writing, shooting, and editing video productions. Unit II expands on these basic principles to explore the crafts of sound
recording/design, lighting, and directing. Unit III surveys the industries, formats, and methods for creating fiction and nonfiction programs. The
final unit of the text examines options for distribution and career opportunities in video production. Newly updated and revised, the second
edition of Video Production Techniques unifies theory and practice for instructors and students. It is a great tool for use in introductory-level
video production courses and for the independent learner. The accompanying companion website features instructor resources including a
sample syllabus, quiz bank, sample assignments, and PowerPoint slides for each chapter, alongside illustrative video demonstrations for
students.
Television Production offers you a very practical guide to professional TV and video production techniques. Here you will find straightforward
descriptions and explanations of the equipment you will use, and discover the best ways to use it. The authors also tell you how to anticipate
and quickly overcome commonly-encountered problems in television production. You will explore in detail all the major features of television
production, learning the secrets of top-grade camerawork, persuasive lighting techniques, effective sound treatment, as well as the subtle
processes of scenic design and the art of video editing. Successful program-making is about communication and persuasion. It is not merely
a matter of knowing which buttons to press, but how to influence and persuade your audience, hold their attention, develop their interest, and
arouse their emotions. This book tells you how to do all this - and much more. The 15th edition has been completely revamped to include
lessons on: * 3D- how to use 3D cameras, field-tested 3D workflows, and more * Shooting with DSLRs * Lighting with LEDs * Field-proven
lessons and techniques on everything you need to know about the tools and tricks of television production, telling you how, as well as why
and when to employ certain techniques and tools * New edition updated to include lessons on 3D-workflows and working with 3D cameras,
shooting with DSLRs, lighting with LEDs, and more * Full of inspiring 4-color images that visually drive home the lessons conveyed in the text
Telecommunications Update
Institution, Industry and Cultural Change
America’s Best Investment
A Philosophical Examination
Handbook of State Aid for Film
An Introduction to Radio, Television, and Other Electronic Media
Interactive Television Production is essential reading for all broadcasting and new media professionals
- whether in production, marketing, technology, business or management. It will also be of interest to
media students and anyone looking to get an insight into the future of television production. It
provides a practical, step-by-step guide to the processes and issues involved in taking an interactive
television idea through to being an operational service - based on the knowledge and experience of
leading interactive television producers. This book can be used as a quick-and-easy reference guide,
with each chapter containing a 'Chapter in 30 seconds' summary for easy reference, or read from cover to
cover. Using accessible language, the author provides detailed descriptions of iTV software technologies
(OpenTV, MHEG-5, TV Navigator), delivery technologies (cable, satellite and terrestrial) and production
tools. There are also entire chapters devoted to key issues like the commercial side of iTV and the
latest work on usability and design. The accompanying web site www.InteractiveTelevisionProduction.com
contains useful links designed to help with common iTV questions and issues. There are also entertaining
quizzes for each chapter that let you test your knowledge of the concepts introduced in the book. *
Assumes no technical background but covers the subject comprehensively - a quick-start guide to the
technology and processes of iTV * Shows how to design for target audiences and implement usability
research * View best practice from real world case studies of leading iTV companies worldwide.
This book is an analysis of the specificities of public film funding on an international scale. It shows
how public funding schemes add value to film-making and other audio-visual productions and provides a
comprehensive analysis of today’s global challenges in the film industry such as industry change,
digital transformation, and shifting audience tastes. Based on insights from fields such as cultural
economics, media economics, media management and media governance studies, the authors illustrate how
public spending shapes the financial fitness of national and international film industries. This highly
informative book will help both scholars and practitioners in the film industry to understand the
complexity of issues and the requirements necessary to preserve the social benefits of film as an
important cultural good.
This book is the first to focus on the role of European television crime drama on the international
market. As a genre, the television crime drama has enjoyed a long and successful career, routinely
serving as a prism from which to observe the local, national and even transnational issues that are
prevalent in society. This extensive volume explores a wide range of countries, from the US to European
countries such as Spain, Italy, the Scandinavian countries, Germany, England and Wales, in order to
reveal the very currencies that are at work in the global production and circulation of the TV crime
drama. The chapters, all written by leading television and crime fiction scholars, provide readings of
crime dramas such as the Swedish-Danish The Bridge, the Welsh Hinterland, the Spanish Under Suspicion,
the Italian Gomorrah, the German Tatort and the Turkish Cinayet. By examining both European texts and
the ‘European-ness’ of various international dramas, this book ultimately demonstrates that
transnationalism is at the very core of TV crime drama in Europe and beyond.
In the field-defining text TELEVISION PRODUCTION HANDBOOK, author Herbert Zettl emphasizes how
production proceeds in the digital age-from idea to image-and how it moves through the three major
phases, from preproduction to production to postproduction. In this context, Zettl describes the
necessary tools, considers what they can and cannot do, and explains how they are used to ensure maximum
efficiency and effectiveness. This edition features the latest digital equipment and production
techniques, including including stereo 3D, 3D camcorders, 4K and 8K digital cinema cameras, portable
switchers, LED lighting instruments, and digital lighting control systems. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Producing for TV and Emerging Media
The Complete Film Production Handbook
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The Shut Up and Shoot
Television Production
Theory and Practice from Concept to Screen
Greenlit: Developing Factual/Reality TV Ideas from Concept to Pitch

Gain a thorough understanding of the nuanced and multidimensional role producers play in
television and new media today. Harness the creative, technical, interpersonal, and
financial skills essential for success in this vibrant and challenging field. Producing
for TV and New Media third edition is your guide to avoiding the obstacles and pitfalls
commonly encountered by new and aspiring producers. New to this edition: * "Focus on New
Media" sections that highlight emerging media, web video, and mobile/small format media *
New sample production forms and contracts * New review questions accompanying each
interview and chapter * All new interviews with industry professionals offer practical
insight into cutting edge developments in television and new media production * Fresh
analysis of new media technology * A revised and revamped companion website with all the
sample forms and contracts in the book, updated web link resources, and much more Written
especially for new and aspiring producers, with insight that simply cannot be found in
any other books, this new edition is an indispensable guide for anyone looking to find
success as a new media or TV producer.
This book provides the first comprehensive economic valuation of U.S. National Parks
(including monuments, seashores, lakeshores, recreation areas, and historic sites) and
National Park Service (NPS) programs. The book develops a comprehensive framework to
calculate the economic value of protected areas, with particular application to the U.S.
National Park Service. The framework covers many benefits provided by NPS units and
programs, including on-site visitation, carbon sequestration, and intellectual property
such as in education curricula and filming of movies/ TV shows, with case studies of each
included. Examples are drawn from studies in Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation
Area, Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Everglades National Park, and Chesapeake Bay.
The editors conclude with a chapter on innovative approaches for sustainable funding of
the NPS in its second century. The framework serves as a blueprint of methodologies for
conservationists, government agencies, land trusts, economists, and others to value
public lands, historical sites, and related programs, such as education. The
methodologies are relevant to local and state parks, wildlife refuges, and protected
areas in developed and developing countries as well as to national parks around the
world. Containing a series of unique case studies, this book will be of great interest to
professionals and students in environmental economics, land management, and nature
conservation, as well as the more general reader interested in National Parks.
This book is open access under a CC BY licence. Recent reductions in public funding for
audiovisual products have led to dramatic changes in the industry. The lack of
interaction between the industry and capital markets has made sourcing funds for
audiovisual products especially difficult. This book explains why the distance between
the audiovisual and financial markets exists, and considers the perspective of both
audiovisual companies and financial intermediaries. Providing a thorough overview of the
audiovisual industry in three major categories (television, cinema and web), it analyses
the financing behind each. The author adapts the traditional assessment methods to
include exploitation rights, distribution deals and risk determinants ; he also proposes
a pricing model for the audiovisual products demonstrating that prices and values in a
industry of prototype goods do not depend solely on cost and revenue. The book also
includes a methodology for analysing the economics of the sector, the different sales
agreements between broadcasters and the distribution deals between distributors and
independent producers. Finally, a description of the main financial products for private
finance is provided, as well as an explanation of how public funds can act as leverage to
catalyze private resources through the use of guarantee funds. In The Economics of the
Audiovisual Industry the author suggests that rather than relying on subsidized public
support, the audiovisual industry should foster private-public partnerships and market
dynamics to promote an alternative funding model based on a profitable and long-lasting
connection between the audiovisual and financial markets. The valuation model, both for
products and firms, proposed in this book are at the basis of this new approach.
The must-have guide traditional and emerging TV funding models and the creative new
funding methods that are being developed and exploited by social media-savvy documentary
filmmakers. Each chapter covers a different form of funding and combines advice from
industry insiders - producers, buyers, specialist media agencies and corporate funding
bodies - and entertaining case studies that illustrate the benefits and pitfalls of each
method. With practical tips, case studies and advice it reveals what grantors, brands and
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NGOs are looking for in a pitch (they all have different needs and expectations), and the
cultural differences that can trip up the unwary producer. Funding examples range from
blue-chip TV documentaries, such as Planet Earth, which was co-funded by the BBC,
Discovery NHK and CBC to The TV Book Club (More 4), which is funded by Specsavers
opticians; from Lemonade Movie, which harnessed the power of Twitter to source free
equipment and post-production resources etc. Readers discover: 1. The difference between
co-productions, pre-sales and acquisitions; 2. How to develop and pitch advertiser funded
programming; 3. The new rules on UK product placement 4. Where to hunt for foundation and
grant funding and how to fill in those fiendish application forms; 5. The power of crowdfunding and how to harness the internet to help you fundraise; 6. How to sniff out grants
and funds held in non-film focused organisations such as the Wellcome Trust; 7. Why
corporations are keen to fund your documentary and how to get them to part with their
money without giving up your editorial control;
Hearings
A Writer’s Guide to Hollywood Representation
A Real-world Approach
How to Manage Your Agent
Telecommunications
Unlocking Success as an Office Production Assistant in Film & Television
This guidebook is intended to help both the novice and the experienced producer to create
and fine-tune their budgets. Based on the top budgeting software packages, Movie Magic
and EP Budgeting, this book takes the reader through each line item in the budgeting
software and describes the background for that item, how it fits into the overall
production, and any issues or pitfalls that may arise from it. This book is a useful
reference for independent filmmakers who depend on accurate, easy-to-understand budgeting
methods to seek funding for their projects.
"Blows the lid on so many TV secrets" Tom Archer, Controller Factual, BBC "If every firsttime producer read this before pitching a program, I guarantee a greater success rate"
Gary Lico, President/CEO, CABLEready, USA In recent years there has been an explosion of
broadcast and cable channels with a desperate need for original factual/reality
programming to fill their schedules: -documentaries, observational series, makeover
formats, reality competitions. Yet television executives receive a daily avalanche of
inappropriate pitches from pushy, badly prepared producers. Only 1 in 100 proposals are
considered worth a second look, and most commissioners never read past the first
paragraph. Greenlit explains how to develop, research, pitch and sell your idea for any
type of factual or reality television show. It gives the inside track on: * What channel
executives are really looking for in a pitch, * The life stories of hit factual shows
such as The Apprentice, Deadliest Catch and Strictly Come Dancing * Advice from channel
commissioners, development producers and on-screen talent on both sides of the Atlantic.
* Eleven steps that will increase your chance of winning a commission In a rapidly
expanding TV market, Greenlit is packed with resource lists, sample proposals, case
studies and exercises designed to boost your skills and develop commission-winning
proposals.
"Media Literacy is a captivating, engaging, reader-friendly textbook essential for
introductory Media Studies courses in communication, sociology, film studies, and
English." -SirReadaLot.org In this media-saturated world, it is critical to approach
media influences using critical thought and active participation. Media Literacy, Fourth
Edition uses an engaging and conversational style to help students gain the skills needed
to navigate the rocky terrain of mass messages - which are designed to inform them, to
entertain them, and to sell them. This captivating book offers a plan of action for
gaining a clearer perspective on the borders between the real world and the simulated
media world, helping readers become responsible media consumers.
First published in 2013. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Video Production Techniques
From Concept to Contract
The Guide to Managing Postproduction for Film, TV, and Digital Distribution
Billboard
European Television Crime Drama and Beyond
Finance, Industries and Regulation
Reality television is continuing to grow, both in numbers and in popularity. The scholarship on reality TV is
beginning to catch up, but one of the most enduring questions about the genre-Is it ethical?-has yet to be
addressed in any systematic and comprehensive way. Through investigating issues ranging from deception and
privacy breaches to community building and democratization of TV, The Ethics of Reality TV explores the ways in
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which reality TV may create both benefits and harms to society. The edited collection features the work of leading
scholars in the field of media ethics and provides a comprehensive assessment of the ethical effects of the genre.
Gain a thorough understanding of the nuanced and multidimensional role producers play in television and
emerging media today to harness the creative, technical, interpersonal, and financial skills essential for success in
this vibrant and challenging field. Producing for TV and New Media, Fourth edition is your guide to avoiding the
obstacles and pitfalls commonly encountered by new and aspiring producers. This fourth edition has been updated
to include: "Focus on Emerging Media" sections that highlight emerging media, web video, mobile format media
and streaming media Sample production forms and contracts Review questions accompanying each interview and
chapter Interviews with industry professionals that offer practical insight into cutting-edge developments in
television and emerging media production Fresh analysis of emerging media technologies and streaming media
markets Written especially for new and aspiring producers with an insight that simply cannot be found in any
other book, this new edition of a text used by professors and professionals alike is an indispensable resource for
anyone looking to find success as a television or emerging media producer.
Are you an associate producer who needs to juggle projects and vendors while keeping on top of the latest trends
and formats? Or an independent filmmaker who can't afford a misstep in the crucial postproduction phase? Take a
step back and get a clear overview of the process. This guide will show you how to navigate each step in taking a
TV or film project from production to final delivery. Start by getting a handle on the critical issues of budgets and
schedules. From there, you'll learn the smoothest way to manage dailies, sound, editing, and completion. Detailed
instructions and checklists for film, video, and High Definition procedures will teach you new ways of doing things
and help you avoid costly errors. The second edition is fully updated and information-packed. There is extensive
new material on high definition as it affects dailies, editing, and delivery. The chapter on the film laboratory has
been expanded further to include discussions on troubleshooting film damage and YCMs, which are so important
in maintaining film assets. The latest information on film restoration, digital technologies, acquisitions, and a
chapter on what's on the horizon round out the update.
This book is for working film/TV professionals and students alike. If you're a line producer, production manager,
production supervisor, assistant director or production coordinator--the book has everything you'll need (including
all the forms, contracts, releases and checklists) to set up and run a production--from finding a production office to
turning over delivery elements. Even if you know what you're doing, you will be thrilled to find everything you
need in one place. If you're not already working in film production, but think you'd like to be, read the book -- and
then decide. If you choose to pursue this career path, you'll know what to expect, you'll be prepared, and you'll be
ten steps ahead of everyone else just starting out. New topics and information in the fourth edition include: * Lowbudget independent films, including documentaries and shorts * Information specific to television production and
commercials * The industry's commitment to go green and how to do it * Coverage of new travel and shipping
regulations * Updated information on scheduling, budgeting, deal memos, music clearances, communications,
digital production, and new forms throughout
Managing the Process
The Ethics of Reality TV
Media Literacy
Valuing U.S. National Parks and Programs
New Zealand Film and Television
Producing for TV and VideoA Real-world ApproachTaylor & Francis
"Blows the lid on so many TV secrets" Tom Archer, Controller Factual, BBC "If every first-time producer read this before
pitching a program, I guarantee a greater success rate" Gary Lico, President/CEO, CABLEready, USA In recent years there
has been an explosion of broadcast and cable channels with a desperate need for original factual/reality programming to
fill their schedules: documentaries, observational series, makeover formats, reality competitions. Yet television
executives receive a daily avalanche of inappropriate pitches from pushy, badly prepared producers. Only 1 in 100
proposals are considered worth a second look, and most commissioners never read past the first paragraph. Greenlit
explains how to develop, research, pitch and sell your idea for any type of factual or reality television show. It gives the
inside track on: - What channel executives are really looking for in a pitch - The life stories of hit factual shows such as
The Apprentice, Deadliest Catch and Strictly Come Dancing - Advice from channel commissioners, development producers
and on-screen talent on both sides of the Atlantic - Eleven steps that will increase your chance of winning a commission In
a rapidly expanding TV market, Greenlit is packed with resource lists, sample proposals, case studies and exercises
designed to boost your skills and develop commission-winning proposals.
Budgeting and scheduling are easy in principle but hard in practice. The successful producer has a solid plan for juggling
dozens of activities and costs while retaining the flexibility to cope with those inevitable last-minute changes and stay on
course. Preplanning the budget and schedule of any media project is absolutely essential, and the 2nd edition of
Scheduling and Budgeting Your Film: A Panic-Free Guide shows you the intricacies of handling both budgeting and
scheduling successfully. This new and updated edition explains the fundamentals of line producing in an easy-tounderstand style, and includes tips and techniques that apply no matter what kind of scheduling or budgeting software
you’re using. Author Paula Landry includes detailed examples of breakdown forms, organizing resources, distribution
expenses, and hidden costs, and discusses how to set realistic priorities and find industry and state tax incentives. The
new edition also includes discussions of transmedia and multi-purpose shooting, special considerations for VR, 4K and 3D
shooting, new web platforms and mobile technology, crowd funding, film festivals, and much more. Each chapter is filled
with handy checklists, tips, practical advice, and anecdotes, showing how scheduling and budgeting are done in the real
world; Principles apply to any type of media project: film, video, music video, projects hosted online, and corporate and
educational videos; An accompanying eResources page offers downloadable forms and templates, and other essential
resources.
The bible of television production books--now thoroughly overhauled for the new millennium!
Guerrilla TV
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storyboardingbook
Making and Selling Culture
Greenlit: Developing Factual TV Ideas from Concept to Pitch
Reel-World Advice You Can Use
Give Me the Money and I'll Shoot!

Now in its fourth edition, Television and Screen Writing: From Concept to Contract is a classic resource for students
and professionals in screenwriting and television writing. This book will teach you how to become a creative and
marketable writer in every professional arena - including major studios, production companies, networks, cable and
pay TV, animation, and interactive programs. Specific techniques and script samples for writing high-quality and
producible "spec" scripts for theatrical motion pictures, the sitcom series, one-hour dramatic series, longform
television, soaps, talk show, variety, animation, interactive and new media are provided. Television and Screen
Writing: From Concept to Contract, Fourth Edition also offers a fully detailed examination of the current marketplace,
and distinct strategies for marketing your scripts, from registering and copyrighting the script to signing with an
agent. This new edition has been expanded to include the most up-to-date creative and professional script samples,
marketing resources, and practical information possible. The companion website (www.focalpress.com/companions)
offers a wide range of contacts and resources for you to explore, and Internet links to professional resources. There is
also an Annotated and Selected Bibliography for your reference
Opening a door to the real behind-the-scenes of a film or television show, this book explores the reality of working in
the Production Office as an Office Production Assistant. Drawing on over 40 years’ combined experience, authors
Jennifer A. Haire and Gilana M. Lobel map out a career path into the industry by providing comprehensive practical
information designed specifically for individuals pursuing the entry level role of the Office PA. An invaluable tool for
both breaking into the industry and on the job, the book is full of detailed "how to" information that not only provides
an overview of the full scope of the industry, but also functions as a user’s manual for Production Office operations.
Haire and Lobel outline variations of the job of an Office PA nationwide, for both big- and small-budget feature films
and television shows, and how you are a vital component of the Production team which can open the door to your
future career. With coverage on how the Office PA supports the process of creating a show, the Production staff and
crew, the practical day-to-day of the office, and developing your career, this is an essential resource for anyone
wishing to take their first steps into the film and television industry. Featuring charts, graphics, diagrams, sample
documents, templates, supplemental materials, and lighthearted cartoons throughout the book, the reader is
immersed in real-world scenarios which create a solid foundation for how to be a professional in the workplace. This is
an inspiring and practical manual that reveals what is beyond the behind-the-scenes of film and television production.
It’s ideal for aspiring film and TV professionals with little to no experience working in Physical Production as well as
readers studying film and television production courses and industry training programs.
VALUE EDITION - All pages and insert examples are presented in black-and-white. Tom Kane has had a long and
distinguished career in the film and television industry. As a Producer, Production Manager and Assistant Director, his
clients have included Twentieth Century Fox, Miramax Films, Columbia Pictures, United Artists, Warner Bros., ABC
Motion Pictures, Turner Network Television, CBS, NBC, ABC-TV and Hallmark Entertainment, among many others. This
book teaches the business side of film production, from scheduling and budgeting the film, to location scouting, to
managing the film set, and all the steps in between. Complete with anecdotes from Tom Kane's experiences in over
30 years of filmmaking and over 40 Feature and Television Movies to his credit, Kane teaches the roles of the Film
Producer, Unit Production Manager (UPM) and Assistant Director (AD) in film production. Within just over 300 pages
including Appendix, Sample Forms & Documents, and links to reference videos, you will learn to scout locations, break
down a feature film script, create a production board, shooting schedule, day-out-of-days, and film budgets for both
USA domestic film production and international film production. - REEL LIFE in REAL LIFE - Examples from actual films
that Tom Kane has Produced, Production Managed, and/or Assistant Directed, including Kramer vs. Kramer (with
Dustin Hoffman and Meryl Streep), Raging Bull (with Martin Scorsese, starring Robert De Niro), Prizzi's Honor (with
John Huston, starring Jack Nicholson and Kathleen Turner), The Flamingo Kid (with Garry Marshall, starring Matt
Dillon), and The Good Son (with Macaulay Culkin and Elijah Wood). Chapters Include: The Unit Production Manager
The Assistant Director The Film Producer Breaking Down the Script (w/ examples) Production Schedules & The
Production Board Schedule Factors & Film Production Prep Second Unit Shooting Location Scouting The Call Sheet,
Production Report, & Production Forms The Budget Budget Notes Deconstructing the Shot (*media links) - ABOUT
TOM KANE - Tom began his career in New York City working on numerous box office successes such as Prizzi's Honor,
Taxi Driver, Raging Bull, academy award-winning Kramer vs. Kramer, Night Hawks, and The Flamingo Kid, alongside
distinguished directors that include John Huston, Martin Scorsese, Robert Benton, and Garry Marshall. Tom has
worked with such notable actors as Jack Nicholson, Robert DeNiro, Meryl Streep, Dustin Hoffman, Ed Harris, Glenn
Close, Pierce Brosnan, Sylvester Stallone, and Matt Dillon. After 16 years in New York City, Tom moved to Los Angeles
to produce two television series, Fortune Dane, followed by the critically acclaimed Sledgehammer! both for ABCTelevision. From 1988 to 1990, he served as Vice President of Production for the Weintraub Entertainment Group,
overseeing all production. Immediately following, he produced for TNT, Riders of the Purple Sage (Ed Harris), Last
Stand at Saber River (Tom Selleck), The Day Lincoln Was Shot (Rob Morrow), and Crossfire Trail (Tom Selleck). Tom
most recently served as Producer on the Hallmark Hall of Fame production Brush With Fate, which is based on the
best selling novel Girl In Hyacinth Blue, and filmed in The Netherlands. The film aired on CBS and starred Glenn Close,
Ellen Burstyn and Thomas Gibson. He is a long-time member of the Directors Guild of America.Since 1984. Tom has
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taught film and television production to hundreds of students from all over the world. He created "The Line Producer,
UPM, AD Workshop" for The International Film & Television Workshops in Rockport, Maine (www.mainemedia.edu),
where he taught for 12 years Tom currently teaches his film/video production workshop throughout the U.S. and
abroad.
Cathrine Kellison gives insight into the different roles and functions a producer needs in the field of television and
video. Her text is accompanied by interviews with working producers.
A Real-World Approach for Producers
Television Production Handbook, 12th
Dictionary of Occupational Titles
Freelance Video Guide : a Down & Dirty DV Production
Television and Screen Writing
Finance your Factual TV/Film Project
This title is authored by well known researchers and authors in the field. Notwithstanding the challenges of a
limited population size and the struggle to fund such costly forms of screen production as high-end film and
television, both of these New Zealand screen industries have been the site of significant expectation,
achievement, and cultural influence. Whilst there is a growing body of academic work on New Zealand film and
television, relatively little exists on industries, institutions and policy, which this book will address. Written by
renowned experts in the field, Trisha Dunelavy and Hester Joyce, this book will provide an authoritative text on
the emergence and significance of New Zealand film and television as major cultural and creative industries.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events,
brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled
reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Producing for TV and New Media
Low Budget Programme Making
Producing for TV and Video
Korean Food Television and the Korean Nation
Guide to Postproduction for TV and Film
Keys to the Production Office
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